The chromatic nonlinearity parameter, a1, has a strong impact on longitudinal dynamics in the vicinity of transition [ 1 , 2, 31. Measurements of the synchrotron frequency as a function of radius are used to constrain the value of al.
PRELIMINARIES
The lattice parameters (YO and a1 relate the change in closed orbit path length C with the reference value for the center of the beam pipe CO and the fractional momentum difference between the closed orbit momentum p and the reference value for the center of the beam pipe p~ via [ 1,2, 31 :
(1)
where 6 = (p -po)/po is the fractional momentum difference of the closed orbit and reference orbit momenta. To get the revolution frequency one needs the change in velocity (Pc) between the closed and reference orbits.
Define U = p / m c then :
The revolution period is T = C / P c so ( f )
The data are synchrotron frequency versus radius. These were obtained with the 2GHz Schottky cavity and the values at the peaks in the synchrotron spectrum correspond to *Work performed under the auspices of the United States Department t blaskiewicz@ bnl.gov of Energy small amplitude synchrotron oscillations. Therefore, a linear expansion of the equations of motion about the stable fixed point will suffice. Define (7) where p, is the synchronous momentum, and let r = T -T, be the difference in revolution period between a particle and the synchronous particle. The experiment was done at constant magnetic field below transition so:
where n is the turn number. The synchrotron frequency is given by where h = 360 is the harmonic number. In equation ( (6) and are neglected since they produce a very small correction. Also the second and third terms on the right of equation (12) are very small near transition and will be neglected.
APPLICATION
The data for the yellow ring and a least squares fit are shown in Figure 1 
